Make Assessment Faster and Easier with Blackboard’s Assessment and Accreditation Solution

Institutional and Program Assessment is Complex - Know Your Options and Define Your Path

Take the First Step with Consulting’s Assessment Readiness & Goals Engagement

The Assessment Readiness & Goals Consulting Engagement is a stand-alone, 3 to 5-day onsite engagement that can be the first steps in a successful and sustainable adoption of Blackboard’s Assessment technologies.

Through deep-dive discovery and planning meetings with Academic units and Assessment personnel, the engagement will

- Review current assessment processes and structure;
- Identify challenges, opportunities and key priorities for achieving the institution’s future vision for assessment;
- Explore Blackboard’s Assessment software and identify how it supports the institution’s various assessment processes; and
- Develop a timeline and strategy for achieving its future vision.

Plus,

- review the institution’s Learn Goals Area;
- identify the appropriate goal ID schema and hierarchy;
- demonstrate individual course assessment data reporting with Goals; and
- provide best practices for Goals Area use and management.

The Assessment Readiness and Goals Consulting Engagement is NOT an implementation service for either of Blackboard’s Assessment Software (Juried-Outcomes and/or Primary-EAC). The institution does NOT purchase Assessment software or implementation services until after the Readiness and Goals engagement is completed.
Ready to Implement Now – Assessment Planning and Implementation Full Service

For clients who have clearly identified the Assessment Software (see below) a tailored Assessment Planning and Implementation Service is created. This full implementation service begins with a modified 2 to 3-day onsite Assessment Readiness discovery and planning stage, followed by Blackboard’s experienced consulting professionals providing step-by-step guidance and support toward a successful and sustainable use of Blackboard’s Assessment Software.

A Holistic, Scalable Assessment Solution for Your Assessment Practices

Streamline Your Assessment Data Collection and Reporting
Select the software that best supports your assessment methodologies. Use one or the other; begin with one and add the other! Our software leverages functionality in Learn to bring efficiencies to your assessment data collection, evaluation, and reporting.

Juried Assessment

Outside the Course Review / Committee Review
- Student work collected from Assignments
- Work sampled and randomly deployed to reviewers
- Committee reviews work using rubric specific to SLO

Primary Assessment

Inside the Course Review / Instructor Review
- Collects instructor scored course rubrics (grading or secondary) with criterion aligned to SLOs
- Collects exams with questions aligned to SLOs

Blackboard’s Assessment & Accreditation Solution Software + Services Tailored to You = Institutional Assessment Success & Sustainability